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Introduction
In this work, we introduce the Seismic Data Quality (SDQ) project. 
SDQ is an open-source Python-based tool package that verifies the 
functioning of accelerometric and velocimetric stations and assesses 
the records in terms of quality classification.
These verifications are conducted through analyses of seismic events 
and continuous data streams. 
Regarding earthquake data, these verifications are based on 
comparing ground motion parameters derived from co-located 
accelerometers and velocimeters, subsequently classifying the 
waveforms into quality classes. For continuous data, the verifications 
rely on ambient instrumental noise.

Methods 

Considering based on        , the command lines must contain: the name of the external
input file (where only the net code and station code are reported), the start date expressed in ymd format, and the analysis interval
expressed in days, months, or years.

./SDQ_event.py –wl FILE_INPUT –cwl 0 1 2 

./SDQ_stream.py –wl FILE_INPUT –cwl 0 1 –ymd 2023-11-17 –i day –nu 1

Here we describe the algorithmic structures of two SDQ codes. In particular, the codes run through a command line in a  terminal. 
When considering                                   , the command line must contain the names of external input files, where the ID-event, netcode, 
and stacode are indicated, along with the columns containing this information.

Data 

Each waveform must first pass certain exclusion conditions before the quality class is assigned and processing can begin. 

In the    , the root mean square ratio (RMS) conditions and classification of the waveforms into quality 

classes in the frequency domain are shown.

Results 

Further information
Although SDQ is currently under development, it is freely available for download at 
https://gitlab.rm.ingv.it/EIDA/quality/sdq.

If you have a question or comment, please don’t hesitate to contact me:

fabio.varchetta@ingv.it 

SDQ_events: Summary images stations

Considering                                             , from the CSV table, it's possible to build temporal series of quality metrics and observe their behavior.
In the figures shown in the , we present two cases for stations IV.PLAC (Placanica, RG), and IV. MILN (Milano, MI). Here, we plotted the percentage difference from the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the velocimeter and PSD of the 
accelerometer for specific frequency bands.
We define the correct functioning of stations when the pattern of a temporal series is constant, as seen in the MILN case figures below on the right, and when anomalies are not observed in the signals, represented with a red rectangle in the PLAC case 
(figures below on the left).

SDQ_streams: Temporal series
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Regarding the                                          , we analyze the instrumental noise and evaluate quality metrics to compare them with 

empirical thresholds in order to classify the recordings into quality classes. In the    , we present an example 

of quality metrics: Power Spectral Density (PSD) and Probability Density Function (PDF) of PSD for stations MILN and PLAC.
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SDQ project is focused on two main branches:

SDQ event which works on waveforms from earthquakes

SDQ stream which works on continous data stereams

Summary
We propose SDQ project, a Python package, in which we assessed the functioning of seismic stations located 
throughout the national territory and assign the quality of recording in a specific quality class.

testing phase results:
•identifying correct fuctioning of seismic stations
•recognizing saturation of velocimeter during high-magnitude events at short hypocentral distances with
incorrect threshold clipping
•identifying sensor misalignment and issues with one or more motion components
•identifiying stations with temporany or persistent problems

testing phase results:
• Identifying correct functioning of seismic stations observing constant patterns of temporal series from quality

metrics

Outlook
•Integrate SDQ packages into structured databases for automatic publication of data quality parameters
•Integration involves automatically updating the input file with data from new earthquakes or new stations
•Goal: Ensure dynamic monitoring of the health status of the national seismic network

SDQ events code

SDQ streams code

SDQ streams code

figures below

SDQ provides summary tables for both earthquake and continuous data, as well as summary images of stations, useful for 
monitoring the functioning of stations, along with explanatory text files (log and warning files), allowing users to better 
evaluate the results.

Considering SDQ-based events , we have summary images where we compare Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) derived 
from co-located accelerometers and velocimeters. As observed in the  figures below , we present four cases, considering 
the stations IV.ACER (Acerenza, PZ), IV.NRCA (Norcia,PG), IV.APRC (Apricena, FG), and IV.CTL8 (Castelleone, CR) from left to 
right.

We define correct functioning of stations when the value of PGA recorded for each component is equal and they align on a 
reference line (represented in black). 

It is possible to distinguish specific patterns:

•correct functioning

•Pattern linked to set an uncorrect clipping threshold

•Pattern that enhanced problems

were tested considering 200 stations from the Italian Seismic Networks IV and the Mednet Network
MN ( see red triangle and purple triangle on the Left Figure)

We evaluated 15.000 waveforms with 𝑴 > 𝟑. 𝟓 and Ipocentral Distance (𝑹𝒊𝒑𝒐< 𝟏𝟓𝟎 𝒌𝒎) from EIDA, covering the
time period from 2012- 2022  (                                      )

SDQ event

see figures below

SDQ events code

SDQ code analysis of instrumental noise data

SDQ  streams code

figure below

panel below
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